Commission Bulletin 2015-1

New York State Championship Title

In order to compete for a New York State Championship Title, a boxer must be found suitable by the Commission based on his or her overall record, recent record and level of opposition. The bout will not be approved unless both boxers are found suitable.

In order to be considered suitable to compete for a New York State Championship Title, the boxer must, at a minimum, meet the following requirements:

- Must be capable of competing at a top level within the State of New York, as evidenced by the boxer’s recent record and level of opposition.
- Must have boxed in at least one bout within the one-year period prior to the scheduled title bout.
- Must be capable of competing in a 10-round bout.
- Has not lost his or her last six bouts.
- Has not lost his or her last three bouts by knockout or technical knockout.
- Is not on medical suspension in New York or in any other jurisdiction within the United States.
- Is not on administrative suspension in New York (administrative suspensions from other jurisdictions within the United States will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis).
- Must be medically fit to compete in accordance with the Commission’s medical requirements.
- Must be a resident of New York State or demonstrate, to the Commission’s satisfaction, a strong connection to New York State boxing.

Bouts approved as New York State Championship Title bouts must be scheduled for at least ten (10) rounds and must take place in the State of New York.

In order to request that a bout be approved as a New York State Championship Title bout, the promoter of the bout must submit a written request to the Commission, and must include in the request (1) a statement setting forth the merits of the bout as a New York State Championship Title bout, (2) a statement indicating why each boxer proposed for the bout is a suitable boxer to compete for the title, and (3) the residential address and contact information for each boxer.

*Implemented by vote of the Commissioners on January 5, 2015.*
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